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Res/Title Inc. 

What recent project, transaction, or accomplishment are you most proud of? I’ve recently launched a
video series on our social media accounts that answers some of the most commonly asked
questions we receive. Although training and compliance is a big part of what I enjoy about my job, I
do not have a comfort level with myself on video and often doubt myself in these types of scenarios.
But the series has been successful so far and I am looking forward to growing it even more.

What are the most important factors women in your industry should consider when choosing a firm
to build their career with? One of the most important factors has to be company culture. How a
company engages employees outside of daily workflow creates the difference between an
environment that looks at just an employee at a job and an environment that knows the value of
balance and overall personal growth.

Who inspires you most? What qualities do they possess that inspire you? I am inspired most by my
daughters. They are still young ladies and have yet to take on much of the world, but approach
everything with an optimistic and consistent mantra that if they work hard they can achieve anything.
It’s a simple reminder of perseverance too often overlooked.

Why should this nominee be recognized in our Women in Commercial Real Estate Spotlight? With
her incredible background in business administration, as well as her infectious enthusiasm in every
aspect of real estate, Regina is an inspiration to all members of the RES/TITLE family. She
constantly strives for and achieves excellence in every endeavor she sets her mind to and has been
an enormous influence on the success of our commercial division. She is an incredible mentor and
role-model.” - Meghan Conners, Chief Title Officer, Res/Title Inc.
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